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Abstract

Adaptive structures are defined here as structures capable of counteracting actively the effect of external loads via controlled shape changes and redirection of the internal load path. These structures are integrated with sensors (e.g. strain, vision), control intelligence and actuators. This paper investigates the use of variable stiffness joints in adaptive structures to achieve large shape changes. Large shape changes are employed as a structural adaptation strategy to counteract the effect of the external load. The structure is designed to ‘morph’ into optimal shapes as the load changes. This way the stress can be homogenized avoiding peak demands that occur rarely. Numerical results show that when large shape changes are considered, material mass (and thus embodied energy) reduction is achieved with respect to both adaptive structures limited to small shape changes and optimised passive structures. Embodied energy savings become substantive when shape changes are allowed to go beyond conventional deflection limits.

However, large shape changes require significant flexibility of the joints because their fixity can affect load-path and shape control. To address this problem, a variable stiffness joint is proposed. During shape/load-path control, the joint reduces its stiffness so that required deformation patterns can be achieved with low actuation energy. After shape control the joint recovers rigidity. Experimental studies are presented to show the potential for application of joints with variable stiffness in adaptive structures.
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1. Introduction

Adaptive structures are defined here as structures capable of counteracting actively the effect of external loads via controlled shape changes and redirection of the internal load path. These structures are integrated with sensors (e.g. strain, vision), control intelligence and actuators.

In civil engineering, active control has focussed mostly on the control of vibrations for building or bridges to improve safety and serviceability during exceptionally high loads (i.e. strong winds, earthquakes) Soong et al [1, 2]. Active structural control has also been used in applications for shape control. Active tensegrity structures, structures whose stability depends on self-stress, have been used as deployable systems in aerospace (Tibert [3]) and civil engineering (Fest et al, Adam et al [4, 5]). Active compliant structures, which can be thought of as structures working as monolithic mechanisms (Hasse and Campanile [6]) have been studied for deployment of antenna reflectors and shape control of aircraft wings to improve manoeuvrability (Jenkins [7]).

The potential for using adaptation to save material has been investigated by some (Sobek et al, Teuffel, Khot, Lemaître, Soong and Cimellaro [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]). An optimum design methodology for adaptive structures was presented in Senatore et al. [13]. This method is based on improving structural...
performance reducing the energy embodied in the material at the cost of a small increase in operational energy necessary for structural adaptation. In Senatore et al. [14, 15] it was shown that adaptive structures designed with this method achieve energy savings as high as 70% when compared to identical optimised passive structures. The examples under consideration ranged from planar portal frames and catenary arch bridges to spatial trusses including double curved shells and exoskeleton structures. These studies confirm that adaptive structures achieve superior performance when the design is stiffness governed. For slender structures the adaptive solution outperforms the passive one not only for extreme but also for ordinary loading events and becomes competitive also in monetary terms.

This paper investigates the use of large shape changes achieved via actuation as a structural adaptation strategy to counteract the effect of external loads. An adaptive truss arch structure is presented as a case study. Large shape changes can be employed so that the structure ‘morphs’ into optimal shapes as the load changes. This way the load-path can be homogenized further resulting in embodied energy (i.e. material) savings compared to adaptive structures limited to small shape changes. Note that in this context, shape adaptation is achieved without relying on mechanisms having defined kinematics (e.g. pantograph mechanism). This is because the use of mechanisms based on moving parts often results in significant weight penalty due to the weight of the joints and increased complexity (Campanile [15]). The active system is integrated by replacing strategically some of the structural elements with actuators (e.g. linear motors). Controlled length changes of the actuators are used to obtain desired deformation patterns (i.e. optimal shapes).

Later the focus moves to experimental studies showing the potential for application of joints with variable stiffness in adaptive structures. Large shape changes require significant flexibility of the joints. In fact, the fixity of the joints can affect substantially load-path and shape control (Senatore [13]). To address this problem, a variable stiffness joint is proposed. During shape/load-path control, the joint reduces its stiffness so that required deformation patterns can be achieved with lower actuation energy and higher accuracy. After shape control the joint recovers rigidity.

2. Case study

The structure considered in this case study is made of planar trusses which could represent sections of a truss arch roof. Figure 1 shows one of the trusses – a 20-m span and 5 m tall arch constrained by pins as indicated in the diagram. All structural elements are assumed to be made of structural steel (S355). The energy analysis is carried out using a material energy intensity factor of 35 MJ/kg to convert the material mass of steel in the form of rods (no recycled content) into embodied energy taken from the Inventory of Carbon and Energy (ICE) [17].

![Figure 1: base layout and loads (L4 symmetrical to L3)](image-url)
The dead load is set to 3 kN/m² on the roof panel, each truss bay supports a 5 m long (out of plane) and 20 m wide area resulting in a Uniformly Distributed Load (UDL) of 15 kN/m. Four load cases are considered: one is self-weight + dead load (L1); a vertical uniformly distributed load representing a snow-type load (L2); the other two cases are uniformly distributed loads in opposite direction representing a wind-type load (L3, L4). The live load maximum intensity is set to 1.5 kN/m² (live-to-the-dead-load ratio of 0.5) which is equivalent to wind maximum velocity of 50 m/s (category 2/3 hurricane). Wind or snow pressure is applied on the roof panes and tributary loads derived at the nodes as shown by the green arrows (L3) in Figure 1. Pressure coefficients for each pane are determined by the angle between wind direction and face normal as described in Eurocode 1 [18]. Four different load combinations are considered:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load combination</th>
<th>Load factor</th>
<th>Permanent load</th>
<th>Load factor</th>
<th>Live load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LC1</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>L1 = dead load + self</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC2 to LC4</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>L1 = dead load + self</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>L2 to L4 = 1.5 kN/m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Adaptive Structures Design Process

The problem formulation, based on previous work by Senatore [13] is part of on-going research at the Applied Mechanics and Computing laboratory (IMAC, EPFL). The reader is referred to (Reksowardojo et al [19]) for more details. The design process consists of two main phases:

1. Size, load-path and shape are optimised to minimise the structure embodied energy. This first phase can be thought of as a mapping between external load and shape/load path which are optimised to maximise material utilisation for each load case.
2. A suitable actuator deployment strategy (i.e. minimum actuator length changes) is searched to enforce optimal load path and shape for each load case.

The structures under consideration are pin-jointed, some of their members are able to change length thus behaving as actuators. Problem variables are section areas, internal forces (i.e. load-paths), shape changes and actuator length changes for each load case. The optimisation is subject to equilibrium constraints and ultimate limit state including member buckling. The outcome is an optimal cross section area distribution as well as an optimal shape and corresponding load path for each load case.

#### 3.1. Size, Load-Path and Shape Optimisation

Figure 2 shows the optimal cross section area distribution and the optimal shapes obtained using the design process outlined in section 3. Note that both element diameters and node positions are represented to scale 1:150. Regarding the optimal shapes, the structure reduces the depth from end to mid span under permanent load (figure 2 a) while under LC1 (permanent + snow) the depth increases slightly from the ends to mid span (figure 2 b). Under LC3 (permanent + wind) the change of depth becomes prominent on the windward side of the structure reducing on the downwind side as shown in figure 2 (c). The optimal shape for LC4 mirrors that under LC3.

To benchmark the adaptive solution in terms of embodied energy, it is compared with an adaptive structure designed using size and load-path optimisation without considering shape changes and a passive structure designed using an optimisation routine that outperforms the Modified Fully Utilised Design Method (Patnaik et al [20]). Both these methods are given in Senatore et al [13, 14]. The adaptive structure limited to small shape changes achieves energy savings of 5% with respect to the passive one. Employing large shape changes results in 8% energy savings when adaptation is limited within deflection limits of span/500 and 21% when the shape change bounds are extended to ±200 mm. Note that the energy assessment is carried out without taking into account the weight of the actuators.
3.2. Shape and Load Path Control

The shape obtained for LC1 is selected as the base shape, i.e. the structure is assumed to be built using shape S1. This is because S1 shape (and corresponding load-path) is optimal under permanent load. When the live loads hit the structure, the actuation system must provide corrective actions in the form of length changes to match the corresponding optimal shape as close as possible. This step requires an

![Figure 2: optimal shapes S1, S2, S3 (symmetrical to S4). Scale 1:160.](image)

![Figure 3: optimal shape S1 and actuator layout (actuator represented in purple)](image)
actuator layout (i.e. position of the actuators) to be known. Because the problem formulation considers geometric-non linearity, a search must be carried out to find the most effective actuator layout that minimises the structure whole-life energy (embodied in the material and operational for structural adaptation). However, in this study, the actuator layout is predetermined by choosing 14 elements whose positions are indicated in Figure 3.

The problem is formulated as a minimization of the error norm between optimal shapes and shapes achieved via actuation using sequential quadratic programming. The actuator length changes are the problem variables. Dynamic relaxation (Day, Barnes, Senatore and Piker [21, 22, 23]) is employed to simulate the actuator length changes. Figure 4 shows the shapes and load-paths mapped onto the truss geometry achieved after actuator deployment. The shapes achieved via actuation are not identical to the optimal shapes (shown greyed out in the background) nor the load paths are to the optimal ones. Note that during shape optimisation all nodes but the supports were allowed to change position. A closer match towards optimal shapes and load-paths would be possible if all elements were able to change length or if a lower number of nodes were selected to change position during shape optimisation. In addition, a more efficient actuator layout found via search methods would deliver a closer shape/load path match. Having said that, both shapes and load path obtained using the predetermined actuator layout shown in figure 3 are close to the optimal ones and ULS is respected for all load cases.

Figure 4: shapes achieved after actuator deployment and element stress
4. Variable Stiffness Joint

4.1. Joint States
A joint with variable stiffness is proposed to have at least two states: a ‘locked’ and a ‘released’ state. In a lock state the joint retains its fixity transferring moments between the elements that connect to it. In a ‘released’ state, the joint soften thus allowing connecting elements some degree of movement. The joints should change state when a shape change is required with the aim to minimise actuation energy and ease shape and load-path control accuracy.

4.2. Material selection
A recent survey of materials with enhanced transduction properties (i.e. so called ‘smart materials’) is given in Bogue [24]. Amongst those commercially available, shape memory alloys (SMAs) and shape memory polymers found application in aerospace engineering primarily for shape control of aircraft wings, Barbarino et al. [25]. Experimental work by Markopoulou [26] test shape memory polymer (SMP) for shape control of a small-scale frame structure arranged in triangular modules based on an origami pattern. The SMP joints are laser-cut and placed at the intersection between adjacent modules. A heat source triggers the phase change in the joints which soften thus allowing the structure to be easily deformed via external actuation.

A review of SMP mechanical properties was made by Meng and Hu [27]. SMPs can strain up to 400% featuring a large variation of stiffness between a glassy and a rubbery state which makes them potential candidates for application in shape control of adaptive structures. Above the transition temperature (Tg) the elastic modulus is 3 orders of magnitude lower than that of the glassy state. The SMP chosen in this experimental study is called MM-5520, its Mechanical properties are reported in Table 2. The transition temperature Tg is 55°C, the glass phase is at Tg -20°C while the rubber phase is at Tg +20°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Shape memory polymer MM-5520 mechanical property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardness (H_D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Experimental test
A 1:6 scaled joint prototype with respect to the joint dimensions in the 20-m span arch truss described in section 2 was fabricated via fused deposition modelling. SMP filaments were used as raw material. The joints are designed so that the axis of connecting elements (tubular) meet in the common intersection point which is indicated by a cyan dot in figure 6. The element cross sections intersect pair-wise on each side at a certain distance from this point. The geometry shown is in figure 6 is obtained by building a 4-way insert holding the tubular elements to avoid intersections. The edges of the 4-way insert are curved to connect the elements using minimum volume. Four 12 mm diameter rods (light grey) are extruded from the central part of the joint (dark grey) to couple with 15 mm diameter tubular elements. A 5-mm diameter hole is made in each rod to secure the elements via a pin.

Resistive heating is used as SMP activation method. A pattern made of 2-mm diameter through holes was drilled to allow a 1-mm diameter steel wire (represented by a purple curve in figure 6) to pass through which works as a resistive heater. This pattern performed comparatively well against other patterns attempted because it allows the heating wire to go through the depth of the joint as well as its width.
Figure 5 (a) shows the joint configuration before heating. A 30W (30V, 1A) power supply was utilised to heat the steel wire. A temperature sensor (thermocouple) was used to monitor the joint surface temperature. It was possible to easily deform the joint into the configuration shown in figure 5 (b) after 35 seconds when the internal temperature reached approximately the transition value (55°C) and the surface temperature was recorded at 35°C. Figure 8 shows two snapshots of the heating phase taken with a thermographic camera – (a) the temperature starts to diffuse from the heating wire to the body, (b) after 35 seconds heat propagates though the whole depth of the body. After cooling, the joint remains in the configuration shown in figure 5 (b) without clamps or applied forces holding it.

Because during fabrication via fused deposition the SMP is melted before being extruded, it is effectively trained to “remember” the printed shape. As expected, it was observed that when heated again the joint recovers the undeformed shape (figure 5 a) from the deformed configuration shown in figure 5 (b). No test was made to quantify the magnitude of forces that could work against shape recovery at this stage.
A 1:25 scaled version of the case study model was fabricated via additive manufacturing. The truss elements are made of polylactic acid (PLA) and the joints are made of SMP. Both elements and joint were printed using fused deposition modelling. The truss elements change length via a telescopic mechanism and connect to the joints as described previously. A heat gun blowing air at 200°C was used as activation method. The joints soften substantially after 10 seconds allowing the structure to be deformed significantly. Figure 7 shows the truss deformed into a similar shape to S3, the optimal shape under load case L3 (see also figure 2). As observed for the 1:6 joint test model, after cooling the truss preserves the new shape because the joints gain rigidity turning back into full glassy state.

5. Discussion

This paper presents an application of a new design method whereby structures are designed to perform large shape changes to counteract the effect of the external load. Because the structure is allowed to change shape as the load changes, the stress is homogenised and thus the design is not governed by peak demands that occur very rarely.

Simulation studies presented in this paper show that large change shapes improve further in terms of embodied energy savings with respect to adaptive structures limited to small shape changes. Senatore [13] showed that for geometries already optimised under permanent load (e.g. catenary arches or double curved shells), the energy savings achieved by adaptive structures limited to small shape changes are lower compared to stiffness governed structures (e.g. a slender cantilever) where it is much more challenging to limit deflections by adding more material. Although the configuration taken under consideration is a catenary truss arch, the embodied energy savings achieved using large shape changes are substantive reaching 20% with respect to an optimised passive structure. Savings are the greatest when deformation is not limited by conventional serviceability limits. However, the energy assessment
is carried out without taking into account the weight of the actuators because it depends on the type of technology employed for the actuation system. This will be subject of future investigation.

The use of large shape changes poses challenges for the joint design. The joint should reduce its stiffness during shape change to minimise actuation work and increase control accuracy. Experimental tests presented in this paper show that drastic stiffness variation was achieved on a 1:6 scaled joint prototype within 35 seconds using a low range power supply. This time range is adequate for shape changes under quasi static loading. Improving heat transmission by increasing surface contact with the heat source as well as using a higher range power supply should reduce the heating phase duration substantially. In addition, SMP could be synthesised to have a lower transition phase temperature so that stiffness reduction could be achieved using less power.

6. Conclusions

The employment of large shape changes to counteract the effect of the external load have potential for significant reduction of embodied energy in structures. Further work will determine whether the whole-life energy which is made of an embodied part in the material plus an operational part for structural adaptation can be reduced. In addition, more complex geometries including spatial layouts will be subject of future investigation.

The use of variable stiffness joints in adaptive structures has the potential to reduce actuation work and improve control accuracy during large shape changes. Experimental tests show that stiffness variation to deal with quasi-static load is feasible. However, because SMP in the glassy state have mechanical properties that might not be adequate in terms load bearing capacity, a blend of stronger and stiffer material (e.g. carbon fibre reinforced plastic) and SMP is envisaged where the latter is strategically distributed within the former to achieve required stiffness variations. Further prototyping together with load testing will be part of future research agenda.
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